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Abstract. This paper studies the relationship between unitarily

invariant crossnorms on the tensor product of Hubert spaces and

the corresponding symmetric sequence spaces. It is shown that

problems concerning the behavior of norm ideals of compact op-

erators on Hubert space can often be treated successfully by trans-

lating the problem to one concerned with basis theory (and hence,

perhaps, to one more transparent). For example, Schatten has

asked for necessary and sufficient conditions that the conjugate

space of a minimal norm ideal again be a minimal norm ideal.

Using the ideas developed here we give such a characterization.

1. In his monograph of 1960 [7] Schatten introduced the notion of a

norm ideal of compact operators on a Hubert space and proved many of

the basic facts concerning such ideals. Of particular interest are the so-

called minimal ideals (those which are the completion of the tensor product

of Hubert spaces with respect to a unitarily invariant crossnorm) and the

duals of such spaces. In this paper we study some aspects of the theory of

norm ideals from the standpoint of Schauder basis theory, developing

more fully the relationship discovered by Schatten between unitarily in-

variant crossnorms and symmetric gauge functions.

If a denotes a unitarily invariant crossnorm on I2 <S> I2, it generates in a

natural way a symmetric gauge function T on the space F of all finitely

nonzero sequences by defining T(als a2, ■ ■ ■ , a„)= || 2ÍU <*i<Pi ® V.jl« for

any orthonormal sets (95,-) and (yt,) (unitary invariance of « makes the

choice of (9?j) and (y2) immaterial); conversely, any symmetric gauge

function defines a norm on I2 ® /2 in the same way [7, p. 71]. If we denote

by ip,^) the completion of F under the norm *F then the unit vectors

(e,-) form a basis for (/¿»Y) which, by the above, is similar to any basic

sequence (q>i ® yA in I2 (g>„ I2 (see [8] for unexplained notions concerning

bases).
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In view of this relationship it is natural to attempt to characterize the

behavior of the ideals I2 <8>a I2 and (I2 ®a /2)* in terms of properties of the

basis (e¿) for (p,^). The purpose of this paper is to make a first movement

in this direction. The main advantage of this viewpoint is that the theory

of bases provides a suggestive setting for the discovery of unsuspected

relationships and results in the theory of norm ideals. Moreover many

rather complex problems in ideal theory can be equivalently restated in

much simpler fashion as a problem concerning bases. For example, in the

concluding section of his book [7, p. 79] Schatten asks for "a 'simple and

direct' characterization of all those unitarily invariant crossnorms (or,

generating them, symmetric gauge functions) for which the conjugate

space of the minimal norm ideal generated by such a crossnorm is also

minimal"—i.e. when is (I2 <g>a l2)* = l2®¿ /2? We show this is the case if

and only if (e¿) in (/í,vF) is shrinking and hence if and only if (l20xl2)*

is separable (Theorem (3.5) and Corollary (3.6)).

Finally, while our efforts are directed in large part toward the above-

mentioned result, the methods employed suggest other important appli-

cations of the same ideas. Several of these will be treated in future works.

2. Notation and preliminary results. We follow for the most part the

terminology and notation of [6] and [7] as regards norm ideals and tensor

product spaces and [8] with reference to basis theory.

We denote by I2 a separable infinite dimensional Hubert space which for

notational convenience we take over the real scalar field. The results hold

as well for the complex case. We denote by a a unitarily invariant cross-

norm, x its dual norm, Y (resp., V) the gauge function associated with a

(resp., a'), and (1tt,vF) (resp. Ot'.Y')) the completion of the finitely non-

zero sequences with respect to Y (resp., Y'). Then the unit vectors (et) in

(p, Y) (resp. (//, Y')) form an unconditional, even symmetric, basis which

is similar to each basic sequence (<pt <g> ^¿) in I2 £3a I2, where (99,) and (y>¿)

denote orthonormal sequences.

3. Our first result is little more than a formal statement of the ideas dis-

cussed in §1. The proof is omitted.

(3.1) Lemma. Let ax and x2 be unitarily invariant crossnorms andWx and

Y2 their associated symmetric gauge functions. Then xt is equivalent to x2 if

and only if (e¡) in (/¿1, Y-J & similar to (e¡) in (/¿2, Y2).

A particular class of unitarily invariant crossnorms which has been

singled out for study by Schatten is the class of significant crossnorms [6,

p. 124]; i.e., those a for which every operator in (I2 ®a I2)* is compact. We

now characterize such norms in terms of the behavior of the basis (et) for

0*,Y).
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(3.2) Theorem. If a. is a unitarily invariant crossnorm the following are

equivalent :

(i) a is significant.

(ii) a is not equivalent to y (the greatest crossnorm [6]).

(iii) The basis (e^for (p,^) is weakly convergent to zero.

Proof. (i)=>(ii). If a and y are equivalent then the spaces (l2®al2)*

and (I2 ®y I2)* consist of the same operators. Since (I2 (giyl2)* is the set of

all operators on I2 [6] it follows that the same is true of (I2 <g>a I2)* and hence

a is not significant.

(ii)=>(iii). If (e¿) in ip, T) is not weakly convergent to zero then a sub-

sequence is a basic sequence of type P* [8] which, being an unconditional

basis, is similar to the unit vector basis (e¿) for I1. By virtue of the fact that

(e¿) in ip,^) is similar to (c?¿ ® T¿) (for any orthonormal (9^) and OP,))

and the unitary equivalence of « we see that (e¿) is similar to each of its

subsequences and hence similar to (e\) in Z1 by the above. Since I1 is the

sequence space associated with the norm y [7] we now have by Lemma 3.1

that oc is equivalent to y.

(iii)=>(i). If a is not significant then there is a noncompact operator in

(/2®a/2)*. But (/2®a/2)* is an ideal in the algebra of all operators on I2

since a is unitarily invariant [7], and by a well-known result it must then be

that (/2 ®a /2)* is the set of all operators on I2 [7]. Hence i<p¡ ® tpt) is not

weakly convergent to zero in I2 ®a I2 and so also (e¿) in ip, W) does not

converge weakly to zero.

To prove our next result we shall need the following simple lemma.

(3.3) Lemma. Ifo^ and a2 are unitarily invariant crossnorms then u.x is

equivalent to ol2 if and only if ' «.[ is equivalent to a2.

Proof. By (3.1), a, is equivalent to <x2 if and only if 0¡) in 0*1,^1)

is similar to (e¿) in (/i2,T2). It is well known that if (x¿,/) is a basis for E

and iyt, gt) a basis for F ((/) and (g¿) in E* and F*, respectively, are the

sets of coefficient functionals) then (x¿) is similar to (j¿) if and only if (/•)

is similar to (g,). Applying this to our situation we have (e2) in 0^, Y^ is

similar to (e¿) in ip2,xF2) if and only if (e¿) in 04,^) is similar to (e¿) in

04, Yá). But this last is equivalent to v.[ being equivalent to <x2 by Lemma

(3.1), and we are done.

(3.4) Theorem. If a. is a unitarily invariant crossnorm and ip,^) the

associated sequence space with gauge function *F, then the basis (e¿) for

ip, W) is boundedly complete if and only if I2 ®a /2 = (/2 ®a, Z2)*.

Proof. Suppose (ez) in ip,^) is boundedly complete. Then a is not

equivalent to X (the "least" cross norm [6]) since the sequence space

associated with X is c0 and (e¿) in c0 is not boundedly complete. By Lemma
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(3.3) it follows that (e¿) in (p , Y') is not similar to (ej in £ and hence (by

(3.1)) that x is not equivalent to y. Thus by Theorem (3.2) every operator

in (I2 <g>a, /2)* is compact.

According to [3], to show that I2 <g>a I2 is equal to (I2 ®a, I2)* it suffices to

show that every operator £in (I2 <g>a, /2)* that is the weak operator limit of

a bounded net (Ty) in /2<8>a/2 is again in /2®a/2 and liril^supjrj,.

To do this let £ 6 (I2 ®„- Z2)* and let (£,,) be a bounded net in I2 ®a I2 for

which (TyX, y)~>(Tx, y) for all x,y e I2. By the above £is compact so there

exists an orthonormal basis (cp¡) for I2 and an orthonormal sequence (ip¡)

for which Ttpi=aiy.<i for some sequence (a¡) in c0. Each Ty has the represen-

tation £y=2<-i fl5» ® Tyfi, convergence in I2 ®J2 [4].

Thus for any operator 5e(I2®,/2)* with a-norm <T and any £=1

there is a y0 for which

js: k

2 fl.-(v<. s?.-) - 2 (^i's^ <£
¿=i ¿=i

since (£rc>¿, Stp^-^ÇTtpi, S<p¡) for all i. Therefore

K K

2 a/%, Sfft)  < 2 KTyo95¿, Sç9f)| + £
i=l i=l

00

= 2 KV*, s^i + «

sup |TJL + £.

Since S and e>0 were arbitrary we have

2 aiçPi ® Vi = sup for all X,

and using the fact that (e{) in (p, Y) is boundedly complete and similar to

(9>¿ ® v¿) in /2 ®a I2 we see that 22.1 ai<Pi ® V¿ converges in £ ®a /2 to £

and ||71a^supJ7X.
As we mentioned previously, it follows that I2 ®a /2=(/2 ®a, /2)*.

Conversely, if I2 ®a/2=(/2®a-/2)* then since (c>¿ ® ç>;) is a basis for

/2 ®a. /2 for any complete orthonormal system ç?, [2] we have that (cp( ® ç>j)

is a shrinking basis for I2 ®a< /2, implying (c>¿ ® 9?,,) is a boundedly complete

basis for I2 ®a I2 [8] and hence (q>t ® q)r) is also boundedly complete. But

this implies (ex) in (p, Y) is also boundedly complete since (e,) is similar to

(<Pi ® <Pi).
We are now ready to provide the characterization of those symmetric

gauge functions Y that generate unitarily invariant crossnorms a for which

(I2 ®a /2)* = /2 ®a. I2; thereby we answer Schatten's question.
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(3.5) Theorem. If a is a unitarily invariant crossnorm and 0*,Y) the

associated sequence space then the basis (e{) for O*, Y) is shrinking if and

only if \l2 ®a/2)*=/2 ®a. I2.

Proof. Suppose (e,) in 0*,Y) is shrinking. Then any basic sequence

icpi ® fi) in I2 ®a I2 is shrinking. Schatten has shown that a = <x" [7], so if

we show that (<p¿ ® y>i) in I2 ®ct, I2 is boundedly complete then by Theorem

(3.4) il2 ®„ l2)* = (l2 ®a„ /2)*=/2 ®a. I2.

Suppose, to the contrary, that (9^ ® tp¡) in I2 ®a, /2 is not boundedly com-

plete. Then there is a sequence of blocks iwK) of the form

in /2 ®a,/2 such that sup„||2ir=i w/£L-< + oo but ||wA'L<^<5>0 for all K.

Since (w/f) is a block basic sequence with respect to the unconditional

basis (9?, ® y>¿), it is also an unconditional basic sequence [1] and by con-

struction is clearly of type P. Thus iwK) is similar to ieK) in c0.

Now as we have mentioned previously, the sequence (9>¿ ® y>f) is a basis

for /2 ®„, /2 (we clearly may assume (93J and (y>¿) are complete in I2) and (%)

is a block basic sequence with respect to this basis. Hence by a result of

Zippin [9], [8, p. 67] there is a basis for I2 ®a. /2 having (%) as a subbasis

and for which the coefficient functionals (w£) in I2 ®a I2 corresponding to

iwK) in this basis are of the form w¿s»=2jj5+^ +1 au<Pi ® W

Since iwK) is similar to (e^) in c0, (w&) is similar to ieK) in Z1 [5]. But

clearly each Wg, being a finite dimensional operator, has a representation

for some orthonormal sequences (e,) and (/) in I2. By assumption the

sequence (et ®/:) in I2 ®a /2 is shrinking, implying any block basic sequence

taken with respect to it is also shrinking. However (>v¿) is such a block

basic sequence that is not shrinking, being similar to (e¿) in I1. This con-

tradiction shows that (9^ ® ip¡) in I2 ®a, /2 must be boundedly complete and

thus, as we have remarked, (/2 ®„ l2)*=l2 ®a, /2.

Conversely, if (/2 ®a /2)* = /2 ®a, /2 then the basis (c?¿ ® y¡) for /2 ®a I2 is

shrinking by definition and so the subbasis (9^ ® yA is also shrinking. It

follows again that (e2) in ip, Y) is also shrinking.

(3.6) Corollary. If a. is a unitarily invariant crossnorm then

(I2 ®a I2) * = I2 ®a. /2,/ W oii/y if (I2 ®a /2) * is separable.

Proof.   If (I2 ®a l2)*=l2 ®a, /2 then it is certainly separable.
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Conversely, if (I2 ®a I2)* is separable then it cannot contain c0 [1]. An

inspection of the proof of Theorem (3.5) shows that if c0 is not in (I2 ®a I2)*

then the basic sequence (c>4 <g> ip¡) in I2 <g>a, I2 must be boundedly complete

and, as in (3.5), (I2 ®a /2)* = /2 ®a, I2.

As we have mentioned earlier, either of (3.5) or (3.6) provides the "simple

and direct" characterization required by Schatten [7, p. 79].

We conclude with the following simple corollary to Theorems (3.4) and

(3.5) which unifies similar characterizations given by Schatten [7].

(3.7) Corollary.    The following are equivalent:

(i) I2 <g>a I2 is reflexive.

(ii) (cpi 0 y¡) in I2 ®a I2 is both shrinking and boundedly complete.

(iii) The sequence space 0«, Y) associated with x is reflexive.
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